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The Output SI NR of the Linearly Constrained Beamformer 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, expressions for the output signal -to-i nterference plus noise ratio (SI NR) of the linea 디 y constrained 

narrowband beamformer in noncoherent situations are derived using a vector approach.

요 약

본 논문에서는 noncoherent 환경하에서 벡터적 접근 방식을 이용하여 선형 제한 조건을 갖는 협대역 빔형성기의 출력 

SINR 식을 유도하였다.

I. Introduction

Adaptive beamformers have been wid이y used 

in sonar, radar, and communication systems. The 

adaptive array system automatically responds to 

a changing signal environment and improves out

put signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) 

without prior knowledge of the interference. 

Frost [1] introduced a temporally adaptive pro

cedure for minimizing output power while linearly 

constraining the weights to provide a prescribed 

steering point spectral filtering[2,3]. In [1], the 

optimum weights were found by the method of 

Lagrange multipliers. In this paper, we present 

how the optimum weights and an expression for 

the output SINR are found for the linearly con

strained beamformer in a noncoherent situation. 

Although only a single interference is considered, 

the results presented could be extended to the 

case of multiple interferences. Futhermore, the 

results could be extended to the case of coherent 

situation such as multiple propagation p砒hs 

(multipaths) or smart jamming[4]. The numeri

cal results are included.

D. The Output SINR of the 니nearly Constrained 
Beamformer

Assume that the incident signals are narrow

band in nature. The linearly constrained beamfor

mer in the narrowband case is shown schemati

cally in Fig.l, consisting of M omnidirectional 

equispaced elements. If we set s(切 as the 

desired signal, n(k) as the interference, and u as 

a zero mean uncorrelated white Gaussian noise
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of 
narrowband beamformer.

Fig. 2. The signals in vector space.a linearly constrained

vector of length M, the output vector 즈(论) of the 

elements at the k-th time sample can be expres

sed as

务以)=s(切 项+丑(如+竺 (1)

where x(k) = [xx(k) x2(.k) - - - r.u(^)]7'

丝(如=3i(如刀2(切• - - n\t(k)Y

= n(k) a

으 = [lexp(，2兀而) , - - exp(;2n/o(M-l)T)]7' 

t = - (sin0„-sin0s)

Here, fo is the signal center frequency, d is the 

distance between neighboring elements, and A is 

the signal wavelength. 0s and 6n are the incident 

angles of the desired signal and interference.项 

is an all Vs vector of length M, and t is a 

presteering delay. The beamformer output y(k) is 

given by

y(k) x(k) (2)

where W = \_W\ 处 … .wMY

The superscript H denotes Herm辻ian transpose. 

The weights are constrained to satisfy the follow

ing linear constraint equation.

W 性=1 (3)

The implication of equation (2) above is shown in 

Fig.2. In Fig.2, the additive noise component is 

omitted. That is, beamformer output y{k) is a 

point on the surface it determined by the points

{xx(k)x2{k) - • - Optimum weights for

the beamformer are determined so that the norm 

of y(k) is minimized. To minimize 나比 norm of y 

(%), y(k) must be perpendicular to the surface n. 

As shown in Fig.2, since Xi(k) is a point on the 

surface n, if y(k) is perpendicular to 兀 나le follow

ing equation is satisfied.

V나H 丄 (xAk)z‘=l,2, • - - ,M (4) 

where 丄 denotes perpendicularity. Using the de

finition of the inner product, the above equation 

becomes

<(r(^)-lw>(Z?))r, y(k)> (5)

<x(k)T, y(k}> = <y(k) [mt, y(k)> (6)

O.w is a zero vector of length M. The inner prod

uct < > is defined as

<Z. =町 g* (7)

where £=[fif2 - - -

^=lgl g2' • - gM?

* denotes complex conjugation. From equation 

⑵ and (6),

<x(k)T, x(kY W> = <x(k)T W 项丁, x(k)T W>

(8) 

W=<x(k)Tf r(A)r>~i \MWJ<x(kYy x(k)T>W

(9)

Premultiplying ]财『to both sides of equation (9), 

and from equation (3)
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(人，)/', 츠(幻，〉W!<xW\ x(k)!>W

(10)

WT<X(k)T, X(k)1'>'W_= (\.Mr<X(k)Tt X냐沪>~' 1 .1/) "1

(11)

From equation (11) and (9)

W = <x(kY,项Y义曲 项)t

(12)

<x(k)l\ x(kY> in equation (12) is an autocorrel

ation matrix Rxx of the elements output, giving

死广=犬项 +赤 g 으"+ 光 I (13)

Here, I is the identity matrix. Setting the opti

mum weight vector as W_opt,

生”l.v)^1 (14)

Equation (14) is equal to that of Frost[1]. Output 

y(k) can be divided into the desired signal com

ponent %(切 and interference plus additive noise 

signal component 力(切.

So(切=a s(k) (15)

7o(^) = y(k) - So(如 (16)

Here, a is a complex scalar. 认貼 and s나s) are or

thogonal, giving

<s(k), y(k) - as(k)> = 0a/ (17)

a = <s{k),s(k)> ,X(k)T>W^opt (18)

<s(^),s(^)> denotes the variance of s(k) and < 

s(k),x(k)T> is the cross correlation vector be

tween s(切 and the elements output. ■

(切〉=(19) 

<S(k),X(k)T> = (Ts 1 a/ (20)

Substituting equation (14), (19),(20) into (18) 

gives a=l. Therefore, from equation (2),(14), 

(15), and (16) above the output SINR is obtained 

as follows.

S1NR° =
E[」So(切 |2] 

此爲(切|2]
(21)

（项「RL项）犬

From equation (13) and Woodbury's identity[5], 

Rxx~1 is obtained as below.

o'i Q~l a 꺼 g*1 

1 +必酉2-1 a
(22)

, (H/尤)Im 1a/
where 으1

From equation (21) and(22), the closed form of 

the theoretical output SINR may be obtained.

HI. Numerical Results

For the results presented, a six-element linear 

array of one-half wavelength spacing is used. The 

desired signal is assumed to be broadside along 

the array. The signal center frequency is 50 Hz, 

and the sampling frequency is 1000 Hz.
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Fig. 3. Output SINRh* =房=1.0).

Fig.3 shows the output SI NR as a function of 

the incident angle for input additive white noise 

levels when the desired signal variance c? and in

put interference variance an are both 1.0. The 

output SINR decreases nearing the look direction 

because the constraint allows interference, as 

well as desired signal, to pass in the look direc

tion. The figure shows that the output SINR
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increases as the input interference-to-noise ratio 

(INR) increases.

>
IV. Conclusions

In this paper, we have derived an expression 

for the output SI NR of the linearly constrained 

beamformer in a noncoherent situation using the 

concept of vector space. The results show that 

the output SI NR decreases as it approaches the 

look direction and the output SINR increases as 

the input interference-to-noise ratio(INR) in

creases. The results could be extended to the 

case of coherent situations such as multiple 

propagation paths (multipaths) or smart jam

ming.
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